California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region
320 W. 4th Street, Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 90013
ATTN: Dr. Celine Gallon

Dear CRWQCB Representative:

Comment Letter - Climate Change Resolution

I believe that while conservation is important it is only part of the future solution for the LA region and greater areas of Western and Southern California. Expansion of water importation should be considered for inter-state/inter-country for supplying and improving existing water within the LA region. There are potentially vast water tributaries in Canada, equatorial Pacific Ocean, and within the US that could supply water to the LA region. Over three meters of rainfall presently occurs in parts of the equatorial Pacific Ocean and probably more in the future. Capital expenditures for Infrastructure to collect and transport the water would be economically sustainable (especially given the present rate of increasing water prices). These water imports would continue the terraformation of the deserts within the LA Region and California.

[signature]

John Hamilton, Citizen
johncobbhamilton@hotmail.com